
N HIS LIFE, Andrew Targowski has had 

several harrowing encounters with 

terror and adversity, including two 

brushes with death, yet he views his experi-

ences in an unexpected way: with gratitude.

The things that happened to him and 

his family during World War II and the Cold 

War might be expected to cause self-pity in 

many, but the Western Michigan University 

business professor chooses to see them as the 

reason for his many accomplishments.

“I had a very difficult life,” he admits, 

“but it is a blessing, because that kind of life 

gave me a very diversified experience that 

right now I apply to my interdisciplinary 

research and publications.” Targowski is an 

information scientist, but drawing on his 

past, he has expanded his work into history 

and political science, most recently studying  

and writing about sustainable civilizations 

and wisdom, which he calls the most impor-

tant human virtue. 

He doesn’t want to be seen for what he’s 

suffered through but for what he has accom-

plished, so he has shared his story with only 

a few colleagues in his 30 years at Western. 

Yet, his modesty is equaled by a firm con-

viction in the insights his experiences have 

brought him and a desire to share them with 

the world. 

Born in Warsaw, Poland, in 1937 to par-

ents who were active in the Polish resistance, 

he faced death at a young age and lost his 

father to the fight for freedom. 

Irmina and Andrew Targowski celebrate at their son John’s wedding.
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Stanislaw Targowski was a lawyer and 

diplomat, and when his son was very 

young, he was arrested by the Germans 

for being one of the leaders of the Polish 

underground movement. Targowski 

recalls being taken to the Gestapo with 

his mother “to soften my father, because 

they wanted him to share names, but 

he was tough, didn’t say. So he was sent 

to Auschwitz.” Stanislaw was held in 

Auschwitz for three years before the 

Germans decided to execute him. 

While Jews were killed in the gas 

chambers, Targowski notes, Poles were 

given the “privilege” of being shot to 

death, so his father was asked to report 

to the firing squad. Just before Stanislaw 

was to step out into the yard, a picture 

slipped out of his file, which a German 

official was holding. The picture was of 

Andrew, but the German asked 

who it was, thinking at first 

that the small, blond boy in 

the photo was his own child. 

But when Stanislaw said, 

“It is my son,” the officer, 

perhaps feeling sympathy 

because of their common 

tie to fatherhood, told 

him to leave and go back 

to the barracks. 

“So I saved his life for 

a few years,” Targowski 

says.

But his father 

remained in prison and 

was moved to different 

concentration camps in 

Germany, first to Gross-

Rosen and eventually to 

Dora-Nordhausen. 

While in his last 

concentration camp, 

Stanislaw had participated 

in sabotaging the produc-

tion of German V2 bombs. 

Due to the sabotage, of 7,000 

bombs the Germans launched 

on London and Amsterdam, 

only 2,000 reached their destina-

tions, Targowski says. “Eventually 

they discovered the sabotage—and my 

father was executed three days before 

the liberation of the camp by the  

Americans.”

Targowski says he was told his 

father was hanged but didn’t die right 

away, “so a ‘merciful’ German hit him in 

the head with a chair to facilitate  

his death.” 

In the meantime, Andrew, age 7, 

and his mother, Halina, were caught up 

in the Warsaw Uprising of 1944 (not 

to be confused with the Jewish ghetto 

uprising of the previous year). Their 

house was just across the street from 

a German bunker and was also a base 

from which Polish freedom fighters 

were making attacks.

As the German tanks approached 

the building, Andrew, with his mother, 

nanny, and about 20 others, took refuge 

in the corridor of an adjacent house. 

Soldiers found them and opened fire 

on the crowd with hand machine guns. 

Andrew’s mother, who was in front, was 

hit by 14 bullets and immediately lost 

consciousness. His nanny heroically 

sacrificed herself, dying as she shielded 

Andrew from the continued gunfire 

with her body. 

As the soldiers fired their weapons, 

they spoke Russian (about two million 

Russians and Ukrainians served in the 

German army), so one of the survivors 

in the group said to them, “Russian 

people are here.”

At this the soldiers stopped shoot-

ing and told all Russians to get out, but 

everyone who was still alive took the 

opportunity to flee, whether they were 

Russian or not. Andrew’s mother by this 

time had regained consciousness and 

had made the effort to utter a few Rus-

sian words she knew in hopes of saving 

herself and her small son. The small 

group of five, which included Andrew 

and his mother, fled into the alley, 

where soldiers immediately shot the two 

men in the group.

Targowski remembers quite vividly 

that he had been carrying a suitcase he 

had somehow managed to hang onto 

“through the whole mess.” It was full 

of family documents and treasures, and 

a Russian soldier, who asked what it 

was, seemed pleased upon investigating 

the contents. That suitcase, Targowski 

believes, saved his mother and him—

and two other women in the group. The 

soldier confiscated the suitcase and its 

treasures and told the remaining four 

to leave and take Andrew’s seriously 

wounded mother to the Red Cross.

Targowski says these soldiers, who 

were brought in to control the Pol-

ish during the Warsaw Uprising, were 

famous for robbing the Warsawonians 

and commiting terrible atrocities. 

An embarrassment even to the Ger-

man military, Bronislav Kaminski, the 

general of this brigade, was ultimately 

placed in front of a military tribunal 

and then shot by a firing squad.
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This childhood photo of Andrew Targowski temporarily 
saved his father’s life at Auschwitz.
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T
he nursing station to which 

Andrew and his mother fled 

was in a convent that had been 

founded by a member of Halina’s family, 

so the Targowskis were known to the 

nuns. They sent his mother to a hospital 

and took Andrew under their care, soon 

relocating, themselves, to a town outside 

Warsaw, and eventually reuniting him 

with his mother, who somehow survived 

her injuries.

Although Andrew’s life had been 

spared during the war, as he grew up, 

Targowski had run-ins with authori-

ties in the new regime. “In ’53 I was 

expelled from middle school,” he says. 

He and some friends were shooting air 

guns at pictures of top Polish govern-

ment officials in their school and Stalin 

had just passed away. “We were so 

happy that we were shooting at those 

pictures, because in our teenage minds 

we were thinking, ‘That’s the end of the 

regime,’” he says.

Targowski switched to another 

school, and then, after high school, he 

went to Warsaw Polytechnic where he 

participated in a student uprising in 

October 1956. His scholarship was taken 

away, but he continued his studies, and 

two years later he was among the first 

students taking courses in computing. 

In 1961 Targowski defended his 

master’s thesis on application comput-

ing. He went on to earn a doctorate from 

Warsaw Polytechnic and ultimately 

became one of the pioneers of network 

computing, not only in Poland, but  

internationally. 

His many contributions include 

publishing the first books on application 

computing in Poland and developing a 

computerized social security number 

system, a network of computer service 

centers in 50 cities throughout the 

country, and a computerized system to 

monitor state investments in Poland. “In 

’71 I developed the first national com-

puter development program and became 

its commissioner, which allowed me to 

bring in many Western computers, mostly 

Targowski

The efforts of Andrew’s father, Stanislaw 
Targowski, to sabotage a Nazi bombing 
during WWII resulted in just 2,000 of 7,000 
German V2 bombs being dropped on London 
and Amsterdam. But his heroics resulted in his 
execution just three days before liberation of 
the concentration camp in which he 
was imprisoned.
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American ones,” he says. He brought the 

first IBM computers into Poland.

Many of his actions were not wel-

comed by the Polish Politburo, which 

by proxy was the Soviet government, 

preferring to rely on Soviet technology. 

“I faced a lot of opposition, particularly 

when I developed the concept of national 

information systems based upon the 

INFOSTRADA national network,”  

Targowski says.

INFOSTRADA was a public, na-

tional, data-communication network 

he developed in 1972 to “facilitate free 

flow of information between citizens 

and organizations.” La strada is the 

Italian word for road or highway, so 

INFOSTRADA translates as information 

highway. As a young congressman, Al 

Gore was a member of the Intelligence 

Committee that knew about the Polish 

project through CIA monitoring of activ-

ities behind the Iron Curtain. Targowski 

believes his network was Gore’s inspira-

tion for the information superhighway 

concept. His conviction is bolstered by a 

December 1995 Wired magazine article 

in which one of Gore’s former chiefs of 

staff, commenting on the concept, is 

quoted as saying, “We might have stolen 

it from somewhere.”

Just as the Internet is censored 

today in China and Saudi Arabia, IN-

FOSTRADA was censored by the Polish 

government. “INFOSTRADA was the 

big threat for the totalitarian regime,” 

Targowski says. “So I was fired.” The 

government gave him a different job and 

a small salary but asked him not to come 

to work.

“Which, for a young man in his 30s 

was very devastating,” Targowski recalls.

He admits that it could have been 

worse. “It was very different than in the 

Soviet Union (where) I would be sent 

to the Gulag.” The Poles knew he was 

bright and a potential asset. “They didn’t 

want to destroy me,” he says.

Unable to work in Poland, Targows-

ki took a position as a visiting profes-

sor at Hamilton College in upstate New 

York, but after one year he rejected an 

offer to stay there because he wanted to 

return to Poland. “I was thinking that all 

those accusations against me were illogi-

cal,” he says. 

Andrew as a child, with his mother, Halina Targowski.
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competitive players.

One of his frequent opponents was 

a member of the Politburo, who often 

skipped the second half of party meetings 

to play a match with Targowski. “For him 

it was more important to play tennis. He 

was wise,” Targowski points out.

At one point, his friend offered to 

find him a job but said it would not nec-

essarily be in information technology. “I 

said, ‘No thank you; I would like to go 

abroad,’” Targowski says.

For two years Polish security forces 

prevented him from leaving, but finally 

his Politburo friend helped get him an 

exit visa, and he went to Mexico through 

Polservice, a foreign trade company 

that sent Polish engineers, scientists, 

and physicians to work in developing 

nations, somewhat like the Peace Corps. 

Targowski took his wife, Irmina, and 

their three children, Agnieska, Stan, and 

John, with him.

Then, after working as a profes-

sor there for six months, he procured a 

position at Western Michigan University 

and immediately sought asylum in the 

United States. It was 1980.

From exile Targowski published 50 

columns in the Polish-American press 

in Chicago and New York and spoke out 

over the Voice of America and Radio Free 

Europe against the Polish regime.  

In 1982 he published a book entitled 

“Red Fascism.” 

T
argowski’s family’s encounters 

with adversity didn’t end when 

they emigrated to the United 

States. His daughter, Agnieska, was di-

agnosed with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, 

underwent two six-hour surgeries at the 

Mayo clinic, and is now in remission. 

His son, John, fell from a tree at age 12, 

damaging his spinal column and leaving 

him paralyzed and unable to walk.

Targowski himself was in a hor-

rific car crash on November 28, 1988, 

on Stadium Drive in Kalamazoo. He 

suffered a concussion and seven broken 

ribs and spent three weeks in intensive 

care. The Michigan State Police awarded 

him a “Saved by the Belt” certificate 

because they determined he would have 

died if not for his seatbelt. However, the 

remarkable part of this incident came 

out a few years later. “I was told by one 

of my faculty colleagues that according 

to FBI sources, the ‘accident’ may have 

been an assassination attempt. At that 

time, the regime was dying—and biting 

like a dying animal,” he says. Most likely 

his case came to light, he now believes, 

after the communist regime collapsed in 

Targowski

Andrew Targowski with United Nations Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim at Hamilton College 
in New York, 1975. 

People questioned his wisdom in 

returning, but he was attached to his 

work and to his country, where he was 

well-known and was able to live well due 

to his many successful projects. “I had 

a good life—not only a good life but a 

very interesting life professionally, very 

conceptual. Because I was a pioneer,”  

he says.

But after his return from the 

United States to Poland, his work was 

denounced by the communist party 

leadership, the Politburo. No one would 

meet with him, and there was gossip that 

he could be arrested.

As an escape, Targowski began to 

play more tennis, a sport he enjoyed 

and in which he excelled, having been a 

Warsaw junior tennis champion in 1956. 

He also served as the elected president 

of the Polish Tennis Association in 

1971–72 and was a doubles champion in 

the Polish International Tournament in 

1979, a competition which included past 
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1989 and the FBI gained access to Polish 

consulate files. “I was told that about 15 

such cases around the globe were carried 

out to silence some outspoken Polacks,” 

he explains.

After suffering the repression of the 

communist regime, Targowski was eventu-

ally recognized by the new Polish govern-

ment for his contributions. He received 

the Gold Medal for the Defense of Poland 

in 1998 and the Cavalry Cross, which was 

awarded by Poland’s president in 2000.

But far more than awards, he values 

what his past has taught him. “It gives 

me power, and I use this power not 

to ask for your (pity). No, actually I 

see that I have an advantage with this 

power.” He applies the insights he gained 

through what happened to him to posi-

tive lessons for the present and future. 

Consequently, what he teaches today is 

a product of his direct experience. “Not 

a conceptual product of an intellectual 

who thinks this way, but of a person who 

went through (these events) and sees the 

fruitlessness,” he says. 

As president of the Polish Tennis Association, 
Andrew Targowski (right) presents the winning 
trophy for the 1972 Polish Open to Russian 
Alexander Metreveli, who was runner-up at 
Wimbledon the following year. 
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Targowski is a professor in WMU’s 

Business Information Systems depart-

ment, but his work has been notably in-

terdisciplinary. Besides his memoirs, he 

has published 21 books and many papers 

and columns on information technology, 

history, and political science. He has also 

been involved with several organizations 

that reflect his diverse interests. 

Targowski is past president of 

Colleagues International, which brings 

foreign visitors from various fields to the 

Kalamazoo region for professional devel-

opment, and he is the former chairman 

of the Advisory Council of the Informa-

tion Resource Management Association

Currently, he is president of the In-

ternational Society for the Comparative 

Study of Civilizations, whose members 

come from many disciplines and repre-

sent 30 countries. The topic of his most 

recent book is the concept of a “univer-

sal complementary civilization,” which 

would minimize clashes between Earth’s 

various civilizations. 

He says: “Organized religions  

cannot talk to each other, cannot secure 

peace on Earth; it has to be done through 

the secular channels.” The main premise 

of universal complementary civiliza-

tion is that each of the world’s current 

civilizations (Targowski identifies nine 

different ones) has its own best values, 

which can be attributed to a set of values 

for a universal civilization. “Christianity 

teaches ‘love your neighbor’; complemen-

tary civilization teaches ‘tolerate your 

foreigner,’” he explains, adding that these 

values should be taught to schoolchildren, 

not to governmental units or the United 

Nations, which, he says, “are hopeless.” 

“This is about tolerance,” he says. 

“This is my contribution, based on my 

Warsaw Uprising (experience).”

Targowski is now working on his 

next book, “Cognitive Informatics and 

Wisdom Development.” He calls his first 

Targowski

Andrew and Irmina Targowski at their villa in 
suburban Warsaw in the mid-1970s. On the 
right is their friend, George Cogar, an American 
computer pioneer.
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20 books “songs,” his recent book on 

civilizations an “opera,” and the upcom-

ing book on wisdom, due to be published 

later this year, a “grand opera.”

“I waited my whole life … preparing 

my songs (before creating) an opera,” he 

says, and he credits his position at WMU 

for the opportunity to develop his ideas 

and to produce all his publications.

According to Targowski, wisdom 

has been abandoned by philosophers, 

who say that it can only be attributed 

to God and is not accessible to humans. 

“And I say no,” he says. “Every mentally 

healthy person has a certain degree of 

wisdom. My wife is a physician, and she 

has saved a lot of human lives because of 

her wisdom.”

He briefly defines wisdom as: “good 

judgment and choice.” He differentiates 

this from knowledge, or the understand-

ing of rules, such as e=mc2. He says that 

knowledge inquiry rather than wisdom 

is the focus of a university education and 

that this is wrong, because wisdom is re-

quired to know how to apply knowledge. 

People who claim that wisdom is learned 

through practice don’t consider that “we 

learn wisdom mostly when we retire—

it’s too late to apply wisdom,” he says.

Wisdom is necessary to solve today’s 

problems, like climate change or scarcity 

of water resources. Targowski says, “If 

Andrew Targowski wrote his memoirs, titled 
“Informatics Without Illusions,” which were 
published in Poland in 2001.
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you are wise, you could solve it; if you 

are not wise you will perish, right?” 

Failing to apply wisdom results in more 

problems. As an example, he points to 

the outsourcing of jobs to China because 

American labor is too expensive to 

produce cheap products. This is short-

sighted, he says, because it has resulted 

in the elimination of a middle class that 

can buy those cheap products. 

Targowski stresses that just because 

he studies wisdom, he’s not claiming to 

be wise. “You can write a book about 

wisdom and still not be a wise person. 

You can still be knowledgeable.”

But he always comes back to how 

the events of his life have shaped him, 

and they seem to have given him wis-

dom and good judgment. For example, 

he has strong criticism for the cur-

rent Polish President and his brother, 

the former Prime Minister, who hate 

Germans and Russians and therefore 

consider themselves great patriots. 

Despite—or because of—his own 

experiences, Targowski does not hate 

Poland’s former enemies and resents 

that its current leaders, who didn’t go 

through the events that he did, wish to 

continue the conflict. “They don’t speak 

for me,” he says.

It all comes down to tolerance, 

which Targowski values very highly. He 

illustrates this in an anecdote about a 

recent meeting of European faculty at 

Western. “One German professor told 

me: ‘Andrew, is it not wonderful that a 

German and Pole can speak so peace-

fully here?’ And I said, ‘Oh, it is great,’ 

but I didn’t mention—I didn’t want to 

embarrass him—that maybe 60 years 

ago if I were there to talk to him, I could 

be killed.” During the war, Nazis invited 

professors from Jagiellonian University 

in Krakow to a conference, which turned 

out to be a trap. They were arrested and 

sent to a concentration camp where 

many were murdered.

The exchange with the other profes-

sor indicates that perhaps both have 

learned tolerance, he thinks. The Ger-

man is now happy to be colleagues with 

a Pole, and, in turn, Targowski is tolerant 

of a comment that he feels is inappro-

priate. The important thing is not just 

learning tolerance but also applying it, 

he believes. “That is the lesson.” 

Targowski

Despite much tragedy in his life, Andrew and his family celebrate the good times. Here son John,
paralyzed when he fell from a tree at age 12, dances with his bride, Sophia Rath, at their wedding. 
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